Fantec BP-SA3141
SAS + SATA Backplane for 4× 3.5” HDD

SAS I,II + SATA I,II,III backplane for 4x 3.5” HDD in a 3x 5.25” tray. With a 80mm fan at the back side. Without carrier. Aluminium case and front in black.

• Quick mounting and changing of the hard drives without screws
• Suitable for RAID
• Plug & Play
• Hotswap
• Lockable
• LEDs for hard drive status display
• Suitable for 3.5” SAS I,II 6G
• Suitable for 3.5” SATA I,II,III 6G
Fantec BP-SA3141
SAS + SATA Backplane for 4× 3,5" HDD
Manufacturer-Item-No. 2186
EAN 4250273421866

Technical Data

Features
• Quick mounting and changing of the hard drives without screws
• Suitable for RAID
• Plug & Play
• Hotswap
• Lockable
• LEDs for hard drive status display
• Suitable for 3,5" SAS I,II 6G
• Suitable for 3,5" SATA I,II,III 6G

Interfaces
• 4x SAS/SATA 22-pin interface internal
• 4x SAS/SATA 7-pin interface external
• 2x SATA 15-pin power supply external

Data Interfaces
• SAS I,II + SATA I,II,III 6G

Form Factor
• 3× 5,25" Carrier

Included Supply
• Keys
• Screws

Logistic data
• Article Measurements
  146 × 198 × 125 mm (W × D × H)
• Retail Box Measurements
  179 × 255 × 164 mm (W × D × H)
• Packaging Unit Measurements
  515 × 375 × 270 mm (W × D × H)
• Net Weight Article (total)
  1,45 kg
• Gross Weight Packaging Unit
  10,3 kg
• Packaging Unit
  6 Pcs. per Carton
• Country of Origin
  China

Special Features
• 1x 80x80 mm fan at the back side; adjustable in two speeds
• case and trays: aluminium, front flaps: aluminium/plastic
• case, trays, front flaps black
• 1x LED power
• 4x LEDs hard drive access:
  blue - on
  purple flashing - access
• LEDs for hard drive access detachable
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